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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there have been changes that bring about developments, be it in terms of offices, economy, social, even more profound in terms of education which does not only occur in Indonesia which is experiencing developments at the level of education, even in other countries also experiencing changes to education, with these changes, we as creative citizens can overcome the changes experienced when Nowadays, these changes not only have a negative impact, but they also have a positive impact on us that we can develop in today's learning. This can be overcome by people who have broad insights found
through the learning process in an institution (Putra et al., 2017). Of course, this insightful person is obtained through the achievements of achievements and ideas that he finds during the educational process. So it can be said that the person who excels is a person who is able to reach the point of entitlement while at the educational level, he is able to master the knowledge he has learned because of his sincerity in learning and his persistence in achieving what he wants, so that the results he can be satisfactory. Not only that, because the achievements he got can take him to where he wants to be, even he can be used by many people because he has broad insights and a lot of knowledge that is able to share a lot of knowledge that he has. Achievement is also an important indicator of the results of achievement that we get at the education level (Mulyani, 2013). While the purpose of education itself is to create young people who are able to produce works that can be proud of the nation and state, not only that education is also able to develop creativity in a person both physically and spiritually which can instill a sense of responsibility in everyone, education itself without us knowing a lot brings a lot of good influence for everyone, especially for every young man which they themselves will be the nation's stewardship to move forward in the future, because without education we would not be able to do the apupan that is before us at this time. Therefore, do not neglect time, education is very important for us and very useful for us in the future, learn to seek knowledge instead of waiting for knowledge to come with joy (Faisal, 2004).

To obtain this knowledge, it is obtained through the educational process, which includes educators, students, the media, and a forum for obtaining educational knowledge. So, educators who can transfer through the media he uses in learning that can add to the knowledge of students related to what he teaches. Educators are also the main components in the learning process that are needed by students because without an educator we also cannot do learning effectively and efficiently (Bachtiar, 2016). While students are people who gain knowledge from an educator in a certain institution, so it is not surprising why education is important for each student because there students are also required to develop ideas and ideas related to the learning material. students are the most important component in an education because students are someone who needs more knowledge for them to learn as what we already know students only have some potentials where that potential must be strengthened by the education of each institution so that they get more knowledge to be able to apply in everyday life. therefore, an educator has a great mandate for success for his students so that they can become useful people to become the successor of the nation (Ramli, 2015). In order for learning to be carried out effectively, of course, there are supporting tools from the learning such as the use of learning media. As we know, the media is one of the supporting tools that can grow shiva's semngat in learning so that students do not get tired of following the learning process. Educators are also required to develop their skills on learning media in order to be able to access learning media according to the times.

This world is covered with a variety of languages such as Indonesian, Arabic, Malay, Korean, German, Thai, French, Japanese, Malaysian, and so on. Which language is a communication tool that produces sounds and sounds so that what we convey can be understood by many people. There are two properties of language such as, language that is national and international so we as students not only understand one language but we need to know various languages so that it makes it easier for us to interact with foreigners. One of the languages that has been included in the current learning indicators and curriculum is Arabic (Omeri, 2015). So it can be said that Arabic is the language of the Quraan, as well as the language of the prophet which we are encouraged to be able to learn the language because Arabic is very much interested by many people from all over the world because without us knowing Arabic is one of the international languages and has been recognized in various countries the Arabic language also includes a very much interest in students because the language makes some people want to learn it deeper and also arabic has entered in this world in the first century since prophethood because the first place inhabited in this world is mostly in arabic and since the birth of the first prophet i.e. prophet adams since his time was born.because it is beautiful, easy to understand and the majority is used by the inhabitants of the arabs themselves (Hendri, 2017). Arabic also includes various kinds, namely shorfu, nahu, muthoha'ah, maharah kalam, maharah kitabah, maharah qiroaa, and so on (Aziz & Saihu, 2019).

Arabic, is one of the Middle Semitic languages, which is listed in the Semitic language family and is related to Hebrew and neo-Arami languages. Arabic has more speakers than any other language in the Semitic language family. It is spoken by more than 280 million people as an early language, most of whom live in the Middle East as well as North Africa. It is the formal language of 25 countries, and is the language of worship in Islam because it is the language used by the Quran. Based on its geographical distribution, Arabic is a chat that has many alterations (dialects), some of its dialects, especially not being able to understand each other one another (Shalihah, 2017). Modern Arabic has been classified as one macrolanguage with 27 sub-languages in Baku Arabic, sometimes pronounced Literary Arabic, widely
taught in schools and universities, and used in the workplace, government, and mass media. Baku Arabic is derived from Classical Arabic, one of which is a member of the Northern Arabic language family which is currently still in use, as seen in pre-Islamic Arabic asset inscriptions dating back to the 4th century. Classical Arabic has also become the language of literature and the language of Islamic worship since approximately the 6th century (Burhanuddin, 2019). The Arabic alphabet is written from right to left. Arabic has given a lot of vocabulary to other languages of the Islamic world, just as Latin plays a role in the majority of European languages. During the Middle Ages Arabic was also the main fixture of culture, especially in science, mathematical and philosophical, which gave rise to many European languages also borrowing a lot of vocabulary from Arabic. And also Arabic is one of the oldest languages in the world, but its state at the beginning of its growth and development is not clearly known. The oldest Arabic text found only began after the 3rd century, while the oldest text in Arabic that we know or know today can be obtained only from the time of two centuries before Islam came, that is, it is called Jahiliah Literature (Al-Adab Al-Jahili). From the texts that have reached us, Arabic can be divided into two parts, First, the extinct Arabic language (Al-’Arabiyyah Badi’ah), that is, the language that has been spoken by Arab families or can be called by its descendants living in the northern part of the Hedjaz and adjacent to the territorial boundaries of Armenia. Because the intermingling of this Arabic language with armenian is so far from the centers of the original Arabic language, it was gradually dominated by Armenian and became extinct before Islam came. What is found in those areas is only mere carvings (Pane, 2018).

One of the applications to help the process in learning, to make it smoother, is learning media, often used for various kinds of lessons so that all students can understand it easily. because, as we know children today, if we as educators still use the old method of just fiddling, then they easily ignore the lesson or not ignore it at all. Because such a thing makes them feel bored. And that way the learning media is one of the tools to raise students' enthusiasm, why is that, using a very encouraging way to be understood by students, even very encouraging for them, thus we as educators must be good at being good at calculating class situations (Burhanuddin, 2019). because if we are not good at controlling the classroom situation then the situation found will be messy, therefore we have to use the learning method, we change one of the subjects, because there we are taught how to easily create or edit writing which results in very satisfactory. Maharah kitabah or writing skills or skills include expertise, because writing is an activity and has a bond with the way of thinking and in the form of writing. The four language skills must complement each other, influencing each other (Kuraedah, 2015).

then the result is not perfect. Because by writing or dialogue we need high insights or ideas to think more clearly and better, so that the results are satisfactory, by writing we get many lessons where we get from various guidebooks wherever we are so, we are encouraged to read a lot of books, especially books that are in the library, to add ideas and insights to be broader and that way we can practice and teach them to students (Wekke, 2019). Because we as educators must also understand and explore what we teach students because, if we do not understand it, without realizing it we have taught knowledge that we have not mastered and consequently, students accept and learn things that are far from the syllabus in general. That way it is clear that as educators, we must also learn various kinds of knowledge that we want to teach later. And writing is also a thinking activity that strings together several words to produce a good and beautiful sentence, because writing is not an easy thing to learn, but it is easy to practice if it is always and continuously to be trained, so that what has been learned can be applied to the surrounding environment, to make it easier to write and string a sentence or word, or if we are experts in writing, we can also easily make books and publish them, and can also be learned by some people. And if you want to do it, only certain people are willing to do it (Pujiono, 2012).

Likewise, with dialogue, we must be good at finding words to produce a good story. Dialogue is also not an easy thing, but just like writing requires a way to think longer so that the desired results can be achieved, no wonder many people who have a dialogue they repeat the dialogue because it does not match the text that has been previously set. In dialogue we also need a guidebook, where we are advised to find a lot of words and make them in the form of sentences where the sentences will be used as dialogue later, so dialogue and writing also require long and broad thinking, to be able to produce a good and beautiful text. Dialogue also involves students, where they are asked in the focus and seriousness in the dialogue so that the sentences spoken can contain meaning and can be understood clearly (Maulana et al., 2020). The sentence in question is the arrangement of words where a sentence can be read and understood by many people, and if we master everything then easily we can also use learning media applications, in the use of learning media we are taught many things, for example editing writing, including photos in edits, designing frames, collaborating with matching colors, and can edit the shape according to the size we want and so on. And also in making sentences we must pay attention to spelling
and capital letters correctly that way, then we can make sentences perfectly to be used, and make sentences we have to spend a lot of words that can be used in general (Mesterianti et al., 2019).

Therefore, in this learning media, we will get to know a lot and learn how to edit using the application and one of the lessons, namely maharah kitabah so that the students will be easier and will be happier in understanding the lessons taught by educators. The purpose of educational media is to improve students' skills and quality of learning. The components in learning institutions include educators, educator participants and educational media that help the educational process in achieving goals in educational institutions. One of the learning problems that are often experienced by education staff is problems in curriculum development. Curriculum is the key to a learning with the existence of a learning curriculum to make it easier for a learning institution to achieve its goals. The curriculum can also be referred to as a regulatory facility to overwrite the purpose of a learning, the curriculum can also help an institution in the success of the educational process (Komara, 2018). Success is also a very important thing for all students because success is the most important thing in the future. And basically the most effective way to learn by using learning media (Mariana, 2006).

Learning media also has one of the best applications that can be used for learning, especially mahara Kitabah learning. In addition, Canva is another application learning medium that we can use. During the Covid-19 pandemic, there have been changes in various aspects of the most important aspects of learning. Covid 19 is a virus that clogs the respiratory tract. At this point, the virus has spread lightning to almost every part of the world. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), as of July 23, 2021, there were 192,284,207 positive cases of COVID-19, killing 4,136,518 people worldwide. There are 3,082,410 confirmed cases of Covid 19 and 80,598 deaths in Indonesia alone. Especially in the field of learning, various efforts have been tried to break the chain of spread of the virus. Distance learning is one of the solutions to minimize the Covid 19 outbreak (Lone & Ahmad, 2020). On March 24, 2020, the Minister of Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia issued a 2020 Circular Letter on the application of learning strategies when COVID needs to be socialized. Online-/Distance learning is done to share experiences. This learning uses a platform to support the online teaching process. Dialogue rooms that are often used by teachers and students include Whatsapp, Google Classroom, Zoom, and Google Meet. Interesting and innovative education requires educational media to support teacher education. Educational media can be used to convey the sender's message to the recipient to arouse the thoughts, sensations, and attention of students who are learning (Putra et al., 2017). Educational media is necessary to improve the educational process and attract new interests and attention. But in fact, there are still many teachers who have not practiced educational media innovatively, not only do they not practice media, but schools have no learning media at all. Canva

also a lot, with designs and animations that you can easily edit without having to redesign from scratch. Canva is perfect for beginners because it allows you to quickly create designs using the drag and drop function. Canva is a graphic design tool that makes it easy for users to create different types of creative designs online. Start by designing greeting cards, posters, brochures, infographics, and presentations. Canva is currently available in several versions, websites, iPhones, and Androids. Canva's story begins in 2012, precisely on January 1, her birthday. Canva was founded by Melanie Perkins, who had previously founded Fusion Books, Australia's leading novelist.

(Resmini' et al., 2021). In the first year of its debut, Canva soared to a record 750 million users. For the fifth year in a row, Canva has reached the stage of 2017 when the industry began to make a profit. At that time, they had 200 employees and were spread across offices in Australia and San Francisco. One of the largest sources of income comes from up to 294 premium users. 000 users. As of 2017, Canva has 10 million users and serves 169 countries. Therefore, the Canva application is widely used in learning media to help educators complete the task of educating students. The purpose of this study is to motivate students to learn, in particular for the teaching of Arabic. obtaining (Hapsari & Zulherman, 2021).

Researchers develop device-free learning media such as cellphones and desktops by utilizing canva applications that can produce attractive designs. This design has many benefits in the Canva application, in this application it not only contains templates in the form of presentations, but in this Canva application it can also be used to bind resumes, menu lists, certificates and others, so users are not bored with this Canva application, because in this application there are also interesting features that can foster user enthusiasm for this application. Researchers specifically apply this canva as a learning medium in kels VIII (Mada, 1999).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The method used by researchers when conducting research at the Islamic boarding school prof. Buya Hamka This is a qualitative way, that's how about the explanations according to the reality that we examine in the Islamic boarding school which aims to develop and utilize the application of learning media in the Islamic boarding school. The application used to conduct this research is the Canva application which is used as a learning medium for Maharah Kitabah at the Islamic boarding school. Buya Hamka Maninjau. The intended step in conducting this study is in the form of collecting data that has been traced by researchers at the Islamic boarding school and explaining how to access the Canva application in Maharah Kitabah learning at the Buya Hamka Maninjau Islamic boarding school (Syafe'i, 2017).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The medium of learning is Maharah Kitabah

At this time, our world is not like a long time ago, where at this time, the world has undergone changes that will lead to a very rapid development, be it in the economic sector, social sector, political sector, industrial sector, even more inclined. In education. With the existence of Covid 19, learning at this time is carried out online by utilizing existing technological tools. So that educators can develop the skills they have from birth related to the learning media they use, so that educators can provide material explanations to students with existing technology (Aslamiyah et al., 2019).

As we see today, students mostly receive knowledge by utilizing existing technologies, such as Youtube, Google, anime, science-based films and content circulating today. So that with the content circulating, it can help students be able to add knowledge and insight To be able to carry out the learning process effectively and efficiently. Media is an ethnomedical tool that can help and make it easier for an educator to transfer his knowledge through the media he uses, so that external educators can be reduced (Nurroh, 2017).

There are many kinds of learning media today, including the following:
1. Interactive audio
2. Youtube
3. Television
4. Anime

Of these kinds of learning media, of course, it also has several advantages, including:
1. A recedidik can deliver material easily
2. With this learning media, an educator can also develop the skills he has since birth.
3. With the presence of such media, the limbs can also run actively and maximally.
4. Fostering enthusiasm in learning
5. Increase efficiency in learning.
6. The learning process is carried out easily in accordance with the development of the existing times.

In order for the learning process to be achieved, of course, in the learning there are components contained in the learning process, namely: educators, students, learning media, and material to be taught. Media is a technology that can help educators to deliver material, so that educators can transfer their knowledge easily efficiently. The media tool in learning this Maharah Kitabah is Canva media, where Canva is an application that is widely controlled in designing various things, and this application also has many interesting features in it, so that Canva users do not feel bored when using it. This application can be accessed using a cellphone, so educators can use this application wherever they are, and this application is very easy to use. Therefore, this Canva application is suitable for use as a Maharah Kitabah learning (Dolong, 2016).

The advantages of the Canva application include:
1. The interface is simple, but complete. Can design for digital, or body.
2. Full and easy functionality. Just drag and drop. Canva offers a variety of ready-made templates and fonts.
3. The tool is web-based, so you don't need to download anything that consumes RAM or memory.
4. The design results can be downloaded in png, jpg, pdf and other formats.
5. Design results are also automatically saved on Canva's website for sharing on social media. (Fitria et al., 2021).

Disadvantages of the Canva application:
1. Use information quota to access the application
2. If the signal is not good again, you want to influence the performance of Canva
3. Some features are required to wear Canva Premium
4. Produce more money to charge Canva Premium (Year et al., 2021)

Methods of Wearing Canva
We want to discuss about how to use Canva for design needs, such as social media design, Instagram, Facebook, and others, the following statement.

1. Sign up with Canva

![Canva Sign up look]

First, you must have an account and log in at [https://www.canva.com](https://www.canva.com), options for Facebook, Gmail or registration by filling in your personal data to get a Canva account.

2. Select the desired one

![Canva used]

Then, it will be given the choice of how to use the Canva account according to our needs.

3. Kinds of designs

![The template of Canva]

Then you can choose the graphical layout. As before, Canva allows you to create different types of charts. There are also various layouts with dimensions adapted for the platform.
4. Photo options

![Photo options](image)

There is a white rectangle in place for the design. With these various forms of templates, it can design directly. And can upload images.

5. Design with willpower

![Canva design with willpower](image)

For example, we use one of the designs from drag and drop in the work area.

**CONCLUSION**

From year to year, we find increasingly sophisticated and practical technologies that facilitate various human activities in their lives. With technology, all our affairs become easy. In the age of the COVID-19 pandemic which is still rampant recently, technology is one of the saviors of human life. During the pandemic, we are required to stay indoors, due to fears that the spread of the virus will be faster and uncontrollable. All activities, be it trade, education, office work, everything should be done at home. In the field of education, technology is something that makes it easier for students and their teachers to interact with each other remotely. By utilizing learning media, for example, students will easily understand the explanation from the teacher and the teacher will easily explain the lesson to his students even though they do not have to meet face to face as usual. By utilizing several learning media, students' creativity and innovation will grow, students will be more active and feel interested in the media they use. One of the most useful learning media today is Canva. Canva is a graphic design application that is very suitable to use.
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